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ORCHESTRA ADDED TO MAY 13 PROGRAM

College Organization to Aid in Entertainment of Alumni on Anniversary; Hays Promises to Abandon Introduction of Further Songs If First Meets With Too Strong Opposition; Student Cheering Included.

There will be special music for those who tune in on WKAR on the evening of May 13. It has been announced by J. B. Hasselman, director of publications and chief of the radio station program committee, that the Pastime Players, the best known orchestra the College has ever boasted will be on hand in the broadcasting studio at 7:30, eastern standard time, to go on the air with one of its popular repertoires. The Pastimes have established themselves as artists through the popularity of their weekly concerts and alumni groups can well start the evening with dancing and conclude it with the special musical and oratorical program which will be the feature of the event.

Now that spring has arrived on the Campus there is little doubt that the alumni night offering will be replete with life and full of entertainment as well as information about the College. Hays and Rather, the toastmasters in charge of the festivities are both connected with the agricultural industry and feel the urge of bursting buds as does the tiller of the soil, many of whom will be on the listening end that evening.

There are no new announcements on the special music to be issued from the facile pen of James Grant Hays, '11. He has made the concession, however, that after the first ten telegrams of disapproval further efforts along that line will be discontinued. He has taken the quartet into his confidence and Rather, '17, farm crops expert, will also be in a position to know what to expect before the performance starts, but the latter is too closely associated with Hays to make any effort to stop the outburst and is probably equally at fault for the product.

Several meetings of the committee in charge of the program have been held in the past week. Hays elected Rather chairman and Rather elected Hays chairman so with both calling the members to confer they have managed several conferences which should prove fruitful. They have announced jointly and in perfect accord that an extra special number will be student cheering and singing for which they have arranged at a great expense—to the participants.

President Kenyon L. Butterfield, '91, and Hon. Frank F. Rogers, '83, state highway commissioner and president of the M. A. C. Association, are two old timers, both graduates of the agricultural course, who will tell the listening world what they think of the change in name on May 13. President Butterfield has made his position clear but he has ideas still unexpressed on the advantages of the new title which will be features of his address over WKAR, the College radio station, on anniversary day. President Rogers, recently re-elected state highway commissioner for the fourth successive four-year term, will tell his viewpoint on the question and will give information of particular interest to alumni when he steps before the microphone. He is an engineering graduate of the agricultural course and has probably the broadest outlook on the question of any alumnus.

To enumerate all of the striking features of this alumni night program would be a long and space-consuming task. It is best that the event be indicated only so
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that the listeners may enjoy the unexpected and prepare better for the reception of another the following year.

ARMORY IS PROVIDED BY LEGISLATIVE ACT

Final passage by the house of the bill introduced by Senator Horton, '02, makes possible the early construction of a new armory and facilities for indoor sports. The measure provides that $225,000 shall be expended for the structure as soon as that sum is available in the general fund administered by the state administrative board, the money will not be taken from tax funds.

No definite plans have been approved for the building. It is contemplated, however, that it will enclose a riding hall and class rooms for military instruction and quite probably a basketball court and running track. It is hoped that the seating capacity of the place may be so arranged that it will accommodate many more spectators at games than will the gymnasium. Of course the primary purpose of the structure is for the military department and it will not be available for constant use for athletics but is expected to provide space for the biggest games of the year and an indoor field for baseball and possibly football.

The old armory was built in 1884 and has served as auditorium, gymnasium, armory, chapel, lecture hall, shooting gallery, and countless other uses in addition to being one of the popular places for Campus parties. With the growth in importance and size of the military department, the old structure has been outdistanced by its occupants and now furnishes but scant accommodation for the “army”. Although student interest in polo is limited, a riding hall will furnish an opportunity for the development of this sport.

ENGINEERS INVITED TO MAY CONFERENCE

To Engineer Alumni and former Students in Engineering:

On May 13, the official name of the College will be changed and for that day, in addition to appropriate exercises and events for the whole college, two special programs for engineers will be staged.

In the afternoon, at 2:30, in the assembly of R. E. Olds Hall of Engineering, timely addresses will be given by President Butterfield, Dean Bissell, a senior engineer, and by Dean A. Marston of Iowa State college. Dean Marston is a leading engineer of this country in both professional and educational work. I have known him personally since my college days at Cornell and more intimately at Iowa State college where I was for sixteen years associated with him on the engineering faculty of that institution. Dean Marston will have something to say to us which will be a real message at this time when engineering at Michigan State is looking up and forward.

In the evening, at 7:30, also in the engineering assembly, Dean A. A. Potter, of Purdue university, who is president of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education, will speak on the problems of engineering education. I have also known Dean Potter for a long time and esteem him highly. He is a live wire in his work and has merited the many honors which have come to him.

Following Dean Potter’s address you will be invited to attend an engineering round table and smoker for the purpose of exchanging with the engineering faculty and with each other views and ideas on the courses of study and other matters, by which we of the faculty hope to be inspired for the benefit of future generations of engineering students at M. S. C. I have the promise of the presence of a few of your
number who will say things to start discussion along profitable lines.

I am sure that these programs will pay you for coming, and, while those who cannot come by reason of distance or other good reasons will be entertained and instructed by the anniversary radio program from 8:00 to 9:15 in the evening. I hope for a large and enthusiastic attendance from those who are within motor, street car or walking distance of the Campus. Do not forget the date and the hours of the meetings and watch for another letter.

Yours very truly,
G. W. BISSELL,
Dean of Engineering.

BAKER, '89, HONORED BY ENGLISH BOOKMAN

In the March issue of The English Bookman, Ray Stannard Baker, '89, is accorded the distinction of being ranked by that publication with the great English authors of the day. The Bookman has been printing a series of numbers, each devoted to the life and works of a single individual. It has treated in this manner George Bernard Shaw, H. G. Wells, and Joseph Conrad. Baker's biography and the discussion of his writings is headed with his nom de plume "David Grayson" under which he has written a series of books which have been popular in Britain as well as the United States. The appreciation of Baker's work in writing by Cranston Metcalf, and the following excerpts from the article are printed from The (Lansing) State Journal:

In speaking of Ray Stannard Baker, Mr. Metcalf says, "Baker, the busy journalist, wrote books for various reasons; to make money, to further a cause, to say something he thought ought to be said. But all the time he wanted to write books to please himself and under the name of David Grayson he savoured the full joy of self-expression. Hidden under that domino he could stray where he would and utter whatever might rise to his lips."

Another place in the article is found, "Friendship, thank heaven, is not the monopoly of the intellectual highbrows and I gladly proclaim myself one of the thousands of friends who have sprung up from his (Baker's) tilled fields. The distinguishing quality of the man is his capacity for friendship as that of the saints is their capacity for holiness. It is also the explanation of the success of his books as represented in figures of sales."

In summing the work of Baker, Mr. Metcalf observes, "I have not the space, and if I had I have no inclination, to attempt to survey the subjects touched upon in these five little volumes. (Referring to the David Grayson series). Essentially they contain the relation of the experiences of that secret, elusive, invisible life which in every man—and in this man particularly—is so far more real, so far more important than his visible activities—the real expression of life much occupied in other employment."

Scabbard and Blade, honorary military fraternity, has elected the following to membership: L. J. Smith, '26, Muskegon; C. Kitto, '26, Charlotte; J. C. Rappleyea, '26; D. M. Jacques, '25, Grand Rapids; R. H. Rigggs, '26, Flint; C. D. Miller, '26, Owosso; D. VanNoppen, '26, Niles; E. H. Place, '26, Blissfield; H. C. Roberts, '26, Harrisville; A. F. Sheldon, '25, Ovid; W. G. Hagadorn, '26, Cheboygan.

Alderman and B. Grim, both sophomores, ran first and second, respectively in the 100-yard dash at the Ohio relays on April 18. Alderman's time was :10 2-5, the track was wet and rain fell during the meet. Grim and Alderman with Rupp and Woods placed second in the 440-yard relay and third in the half-mile event. Willard, Van Arman, Ripper and Haven took second in the two-mile relay.
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For the first time in the history of alumni activities an effort will be made to have graduates bring to the Campus outstanding high school students about ready to enter college and show them some of the points of interest. The Stroh plan for this event brings into play the resources, hitherto unused, for presenting to the student, not necessarily an athlete, the advantages of M. A. C.

To increase interest in the occasion it has been arranged that the visitors will come to East Lansing on the dates when their high school track teams are competing for state honors on College field. It has been customary for students to follow their representative teams when they came to the meets but the arrangement through which alumni will provide transportation insures a larger attendance and the further arrangements for the entertainment of the visitors should make the trip more attractive as years pass.

A baseball game on each day, a horse show as an added attraction on one of them and the beauty of the Campus during the spring months should be sufficient compensation for the trip on the part of the alumnus as well as the student. The success of this event in future years will depend upon the support it receives this year. For high schools of less than 500 enrollment the date is May 30, for those with 500 or more the date is June 6.

As one of the oldest alumni magazines it has established itself in alumni circles, at least, but it has the slight disadvantage that it does not indicate in its title that it is an alumni magazine, as is generally recognized as the most desirable. The easiest and probably the most satisfactory change, without danger of confusion with other magazines would be to make the title "THE M. S. C. RECORD". Likewise the Association name could be made to conform with the new name of the College with but slight alteration.

It is probable that the executive committee of the Association will have a recommendation to submit to the annual meeting in June and which will be published during the three weeks preceding the meeting so that all may have a chance to consider the proposal. In the meantime suggestions from the membership will aid the committee in more nearly meeting the will of the organization and causing the least possible argument when the change is proposed.

An editorial writer in The Holcad finds military training and war, mockery, hypocrisy, and a variety of other things of a similar character, which is nothing new in the way of argument but is new for The Holcad and indicates that the student of today is not prone to be influenced by one school of thought more than another. The spirit of revolt is healthy for any institution. It increases the strength of established institutions for it brings out the arguments in their favor, which might otherwise be neglected.

Work is being resumed on the double pavement planned to extend from the west end of the Campus to the city limits of Lansing.
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“Close Beside The Winding Cedar”

Professor F. M. McMurray of Columbia university was scheduled to address students and faculty on subjects pertaining to education on May 1.

Forsythia has blazed its early signal to the more conservative shrubs on the Campus that the cold days of late April and early May are not to be feared.

In their first joint concert of the year the band and glee club were accorded a warm reception by an audience which comfortably filled the gymnasium on April 28.


After sixteen years in its honored place at the head of diplomas the name Michigan Agricultural College is to be dropped when the sheepskins are issued to the class of 1925. It will be succeeded by Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science.

A discussion of “The National Standardization of Eggs” printed in The Cornell Countryman for April, is an extract from an address delivered at Cornell during farmers’ week by Roy C. Potts, ’06. Potts is chief of the division of dairy and poultry products of the U. S. bureau of agricultural economics.

J. E. Kotila, ’18, and W. J. Clench, ’21, both doing graduate work at the University of Michigan have been elected to full membership in Sigma Xi, national honorary society for the promotion of research in pure and applied science. Kotila has been specializing in botany while Clench is engaged in problems concerned with conchology.

Mimic warfare which occupies at least one drill hour for the cadets each week produces almost as much noise as real action, rifle, machine gun and trench mortar fire are parts of the program with a simulated advance of the infantry against a machine gun position. A smoke screen was introduced as a new feature last week.

The proprietor of a tire store in East Lansing has been arrested on the charge of violating the Volstead act. It is believed this place may have been the source of supply for such contraband as may have been available for student consumption. The accused man was reported to have but a small stock on hand at the time his place was raided by the police.

Paul Smith, of Saginaw, took five first places and tied for fourth in another event in the annual inter-class track meet and won the event for the freshmen. He topped the field in the pole vault at 11 feet, put the shot 41 feet, tossed the discus a foot farther than his closest competitor, hurled the javelin 146 feet, eight inches, broad jumped 18 feet 11 3/4 inches, and tied for fourth in the high jump. In general the results were satisfactory. The half and quarter miles were run in excellent time.

President Butterfield has asked the junior and senior classes to forego their practice of former years and respect the premises of the old armory as neutral ground. Spring term will no longer be enlivened by the use of fire hose on the dancers at impromptu parties in the military reservation and property damage will be minimized if the upperclassmen live up to the rules laid down by the president. The juniors voted to have their president consult with the senior president on the possibility of establishing a truce.
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KALAMAZOO AND MICHIGAN WIN

Short Game at Ann Arbor and Overtime at Kalamazoo Go Against Green and White; Wakefield Falters in Rain; Squad Unable to Find Opposing Pitchers When Hits Are Needed.

In its first clash with the Michigan team at Ann Arbor on April 29, the varsity came out on the short end of a 10 to 4 score in a contest limited to six innings by rain which fell throughout the afternoon and came too fast as the time advanced to admit completion of the regulation time of play. Wakefield, never at his best in bad weather, was unusually wild and, for the first time in his career at M. A. C., hit a batters with a pitched ball.

With two out in the fifth inning the M. A. C. batters came through with three runs, threatening the lead the Wolverines had pilled up by counting five runs in the third. Gauss, at shortstop, a good fielder as a rule, but inclined to waver when the going gets rough, contributed two misplays which aided the home team considerably in making its big inning a success.

U. of M. AB H O A
Giles, 2b 5 3 1 2
Bachman, cf 4 1 0 0
Haggerty, 3b 4 1 0 1
Ryrholm, rf 3 2 1 0
Dillman, ss 4 2 0 3
Coleman, if 4 1 0 1
Wilson, lb 2 0 0 0
Baker, c 2 0 4 0
Fisher, p 0 0 1 1
Davis, c 2 0 2 0
Walter, p 2 0 0 0
*Steiger 0 0 0 0
xFroemke 1 0 0 0

Totals 31 9 18 9

M. A. C. AB H O A
Zimmerman, rf 2 0 0 0
Ramsey, 2b 2 1 2 2
Richards, cf 3 1 0 0
Fremont, c 3 0 3 1
Kiebler, 3b 3 0 1 2
Fisher, if 3 1 0 0
Gauss, ss 2 0 1 2
Spiekerman, lb 3 1 1 1
Wakefield, p 2 0 0 0

Totals 23 4 18 11


Kalamazoo Normal came from behind in the ninth inning and pushed across the winning run in the first overtime session at Ann Arbor on April 29, the varsity came out on the short end of a 10 to 4 score in a contest limited to six innings by rain which fell throughout the afternoon and came too fast as the time advanced to admit completion of the regulation time of play. Wakefield, never at his best in bad weather, was unusually wild and, for the first time in his career at M. A. C., hit a batters with a pitched ball.

With two out in the fifth inning the M. A. C. batters came through with three runs, threatening the lead the Wolverines had pilled up by counting five runs in the third. Gauss, at shortstop, a good fielder as a rule, but inclined to waver when the going gets rough, contributed two misplays which aided the home team considerably in making its big inning a success.

U. of M. AB H O A
Giles, 2b 5 3 1 2
Bachman, cf 4 1 0 0
Haggerty, 3b 4 1 0 1
Ryrholm, rf 3 2 1 0
Dillman, ss 4 2 0 3
Coleman, if 4 1 0 1
Wilson, lb 2 0 4 0
Baker, c 2 0 2 0
Fisher, p 0 0 1 1
Davis, c 2 0 2 0
Walter, p 2 0 0 0
*Steiger 0 0 0 0
xFroemke 1 0 0 0

Totals 31 9 18 9

M. A. C. AB H O A
Zimmerman, rf 2 0 0 0
Ramsey, 2b 2 1 2 2
Richards, cf 3 1 0 0
Fremont, c 3 0 3 1
Kiebler, 3b 3 0 1 2
Fisher, if 3 1 0 0
Gauss, ss 2 0 1 2
Spiekerman, lb 3 1 1 1
Wakefield, p 2 0 0 0

Totals 23 4 18 11

*—Batted for Fisher in third.
{x—Batted for Baker in fifth.

WESTERN NORMAL AB H O A
Bennett, cf 4 2 1 0
Covington, 3b 3 2 2 0
Lee, rf 4 1 1 0
Johnson, if 5 1 1 0
Shamp, 1b 4 2 0 0
Kiebler, ss 3 1 1 2
Miller, 2b 4 1 3 5
Kiebler, lb 4 0 0 2

Totals 34 10 9 20

M. A. C. AB H O A
Zimmerman, rf 2 0 0 0
Ramsey, 2b 2 1 2 2
Richards, cf 3 1 0 0
Fremont, c 3 0 3 1
Kiebler, 3b 3 0 1 2
Fisher, if 3 1 0 0
Rowley, ss 4 0 3 1
Spiekerman, lb 3 0 15 0
Wakefield, p 3 0 1 5

Totals 37 4 18 18

*—Fremont hit by batted ball.
{x—Two out when winning run was scored.
Score by innings:
M. A. C. 0 0 1 1 0—2
Normal 1 0 0 0 0—3

HELP!! THESE PEOPLE HAVE NO ADDRESSES

Arnold, John J., w'02.
Bartlett, E. S., w'07.
Brown, Harry L., '07.
Caldwell, Mitt, '21, Phi Delta.
Chandler, Clara L., w'13.
Colthrop, Floyd C., w'21.
Dakin, John B., '23.
Davis, Roy, '20.
Denning, Henry G., '18.
Dyer, George T., w'21.
Engels, John L., w'19, Olympic.
Fitch, Clifford F., '22, Trimoira.
Floten, Donald W., '22, Aetheon.
Franson, Harry E., '19, Aetheon.
Frey, Ernest J., '17.
Grant, Katherine Huckins, w'06.
Hall, Leonard E., '21, Hesperian.
Hansherr, Frank E., '17, Delphic.
Herkimer, Emily, '23.
Hetrick, Russell E., '20, Orphic.
Hill, Fred M., '22, Trimoira.
Householder, B. W., '17.
Kenny, E. Gerald, '05, Hesperian.
Kling, Ralph B., '20, Trimoira.
Knaupp, Morris, w'13.
Knevels, Ada F., w'17.
Lesler, Martin J., '22, Delphic.
Livingston, Geo. A., w'19.
Lossing, Herbert A., '11.
Marling, Katherine Langley, '23, Themian.
Maze, Jacob M. H., '16.
Morrison, Earl L., '23, Union Lit.
Netterer, Ferelyn B., '21, Sororian.
O'dell, T. B., w'04, Hesperian.
Perry, Seymour M., '23.
Shields, Oscar S., '16.
Siebert, William E., '19, Trimoira.
Small, Henry F., '23, Trimoira.
Smith, Clarence E., '84.
Snyder, Rufus W., '22, Delphic.
Strong, Wilfred, 05.
Thomas, Marian C., '19.
Walkup, Alfred W., w'10, Aaurorion.
Washburn, Durward E., '24.

Watson, Charles E., '21, Trimoira.
Yates, Everett C., '16.

MARRIAGES

HOWELL-WOODY
Alfred E. Howell, '24, and Olive Woodry were married April 11, 1925. They are at home in Lansing.

WRIGHT-MASELINK
Mr. and Mrs. Garrit Masselink, '95, announce the marriage of their daughter, Lillian, w'25, to George Wright, Jr.

WILCOX-CHASE
Arthur R. Wilcox, '08, and Lucile Chase, class of '15, Oregon Agricultural college, were married November 27, 1924. Wilcox is with the forest service on the Siuslaw National forest of Oregon. He is reached at Eugene.

NECROLOGY

MRS. J. F. ROOT
Word has been received of the death on January 31, 1925, of Mrs. J. F. Root, wife of J. F. Root, '81.

CLASS NOTES

'76
“My present job is that of retired farmer,” writes Jay D. Stannard from Phoenix, Arizona. Ervin D. Brooks has been in Kalamazoo, Michigan, since 1895, as a physician and surgeon, specializing in eye, ear, nose, and throat. He writes that he has five children and three grandchildren, alive and healthy.

'81
J. F. Root of Plymouth, Michigan, says that he will be at commencement sure. He writes that he is still on the same farm that his grandfather bought from the government a hundred years ago this spring. It was handed down, mortgageless, from father to son, and is now being operated by Henry C. Root, w'23.

'87
Winthrop C. Hall is a manufacturer of sewage system supplies at Eugene, Oregon. The concern is running sixteen hours daily, and still can't keep up with the growth of the city.
William Lightbody is principal of one of the large schools in Detroit, and lives at 1689 Atkinson avenue. He is a 32 degree Mason and an active worker in all community uplife.

Harris F. Hall is a major of field artillery in the reserve corps of the U. S. army, and is taking a three months course at the field artillery school in Fort Sill, Oklahoma. He may be reached there until June 12, and then he will be at 17 Clinton avenue, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

A. C. Burnham sends greetings from the Red Sea in the form of a post card picture of a street in Colombo, Ceylon.

The Farm and Orchard Magazine section of the Los Angeles Times of April 12 contains an account of some interesting experiments being conducted by R. L. Reynolds of LaHabra, California, on blackberries. R. L. Reynolds is the son of H. G. Reynolds, '70.

Peter V. Ross' work as Christian science lecturer takes him all over the country, and he frequently encounters M. A. C. folks. He says they seem to be giving a good account of themselves and keeping up the best traditions of the institution. Ross lives in San Francisco at 166 Geary street.

M. W. Fulton reports that Cherry Run, West Virginia, had a freeze April 21 which killed nearly all the peaches and considerably damaged the apples.

Jennette C. Wheeler lives in Berkeley, California, at 2731 Benvenue avenue.

Bertha Rittschof was at Daytona Beach, Florida, for the past three months, and since May 1 has been at 8029 Green street, Chicago.

Vernon N. Taggrett writes that he is still city engineer for Niles, Michigan.

A blue slip from Lillian Peppard contains: "I continue to hold the position of professor of household arts at Rhode Island State college. I hope to be at M. A. C. June 20. Professor Sanford of the forestry department and Mr. Copeland paid R. L. S. C. a short visit about a month ago. I had the pleasure of entertaining these gentlemen at a real New England fish dinner. It was delightful to hear so many good things about East Lansing and M. A. C. friends."

Damon Spencer says that his address and occupation is the same as it has been for about five years. He is animal husbandman in charge of sheep and goat investigations for the Bureau of Animal Industry. His work takes him into all parts of the country, but more especially the western range country. He lives at 409 Third street, N. W., Washington, D. C.


Nels Hansen is employed by the Continental Motors corporation in the layouts and equipment department. He lives at 1705 John street, Muskegon.

L. J. Reed says he is "only a farmer" at Clio, Michigan.

Paul D. Ketchem is fruit farming near South Haven, Michigan.

"For your summer vacation come to Northport, Michigan, 'The Land of Delight,'" writes Herman Wiaglo.

Ellen Thompson is teaching in Pattengill junior high school in Lansing. She says that every semester brings new hordes who must be taught to wield a wicked needle. Miss Thompson lives at 604 Madison West.

Harold L. Smith lives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, at 601 Illinois avenue. Roderic Mark was born February 20, 1925.

Glen Myers is connected with the Cadillac Motor Car company as designer. He is building a home in Redford, Michigan, and expects to move out there sometime in June. Until then he is reached at 1547 Buena Vista avenue, Detroit.

H. Spurr is working for Smith, Hinckman, and Grylls, of Detroit, and lives at 1804 Louise avenue.

Hazel M. Wayne is teaching household arts in junior and senior high schools at Midland, Michigan. She is in the department with Beryl Evans, '22, who has made a real success of the household science department.

Earl J. Reeder is on the engineering staff of the National Safety Council, 168 N. Michigan avenue, Chicago. He has had charge of community safety surveys in Kansas City, Missouri, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Toledo, St. Louis, and Jackson county, New Jersey. He started such a survey of the state of Virginia, April 20.

B. H. A. Brandell has moved in Jackson, Michigan, to 1124 Burr street. He is still in the costs and efficiency department of the Frost Gear and Forge company.

John U. Layer reports that he is still stirring.
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the turf in the same old way. These stirring details take place near Clarksville, Michigan.

Albert W. Hains has moved in Detroit to 479 W. Willis avenue.

William D. Thompson is reported to have served three years without missing a meeting in the Port Huron Rotary club as the member representing the engineering profession.

T. W. Keating says he is glad to be in New York again, and guesses that he and Marshall (W'18), are the the only "farmers" in Ingersoll Rand company. Most of the men are from U. of M. or Ohio State. Keating is reached at 2122 Ditmas avenue, Brooklyn.

W. B. Williams writes from 939 Lakeside drive, Grand Rapids: “We've got a real M. A. C outfit now operating under the name of Williams and Works, civil engineers and surveyors. We put in 56 plats last year and worked on everything else from mines to railroads, including street paving and sewer systems. Here's our M. A. C. men: T. O. Williams, '85; F. D. Works, '09; D. L. Wernette, '20; S. P. Nelson, '22.”

“Still assistant professor in bacteriology at M. A. C, and dad to Roy, Joyce, and Merle, three young budding M. A. Cites,” writes W. L. Mallman.

It has been reported that Harvey Sass is manager of the elevator department of the Lietelt Iron Works, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

S. G. and Nellie E. Bandoen are still located in Kirkville, Missouri, where Dr. Bandeen is dean of the school of applied science in the Kirkville Osteopathic college. Kirkville is on the Glacier trail, and they would be glad to welcome any M. A. Cites who appear in that vicinity.

3316 Harvey street, Omaha, Nebraska, seems to be the correct address for Ada Cobb. She says that this is her fourth year of teaching in the household arts dept. Omaha Technical high school. This school has about 3800 pupils, about 700 of whom are in the household arts department. It is a new building, very large, attractive, and well equipped.

Margaret Snyder is working in the main branch of the Detroit public library, and lives at 920 Pauilleter avenue.

Sherri Blair Dedrick is technician in the clinical laboratories of the Battle Creek, Michigan, sanitarium. She lives at 91 Fremont street.

J. F. Yaeger is instructor of agriculture and coach at the Lapeer, Michigan, high school.

Virginia Flory Griffiths is living in Cleveland, Ohio, at 1387 E. 92nd street.
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Herbert and Ethel Sayer Wright of Vickery, Ohio, announce the birth of Gretchen Elaine on March 8, 1925.

Edward Clifford is working for the city of Flint as assistant city forester. He lives at 529 Baker street.

Effie Cook is in her third year at the Blodgett hospital in Grand Rapids as technician.

Edward Clifford is working for the city of Flint as assistant city forester. He lives at 529 Baker street.

Flora Wetlauffer Gleason was just located at 2254 Pingree avenue, Detroit, but mail addressed there has been returned "undeliverable!"

Howard Passage is coaching football and baseball and teaching ag at Sparta. He has 80 colonies of bees as a side line, and a thousand fruit trees set for a future work near Bloomington.

1106 N. Porter street, Saginaw, fails to reach Merrill Pringle.


Douglas Steere returns his blue slip from 40 Conant Hall, Cambridge, Mass., with the following notation: "Deep in the throes of preparing for Ph. D. preliminaries in philosophy and psychology which come in May. Had a mighty pleasant time at dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bird. I am hoping to be back for another '23 breakfast at commencement time."

A son, Donald Benson, was born March 2, 1925, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Trull of East Lansing. Trull is with the soils department at the College.

Carl Topping has moved from his last address, 506 Mbright street, Jackson. To date no later address has been filed.

Milo J. Ralston has moved in Berkeley, California, to 620 Nelson street.

Harold E. Rankin sends in his identification card from Manton, Michigan.

Roy M. Hodges claims he wants his RECORD sent to 134 Howard street, Battle Creek, Michigan.

Robert Gerdel is connected with the farm crops department at Ohio State university at Columbus.

C. W. Fessenden is with the Michigan Bell Telephone company at Lansing, Michigan.

Cyrus A. Boyer is living at Lansing at 1137 W. Hillsdale street.

Harold Boyer is in Freeport, Illinois, at 1226 S. Chicago avenue.

Helen Vasold is living in Urbana, Illinois, at 806 W. California.

Hear from the Campus May 13!!! See the Campus June 20!!!
Temporary Financing
Based on
PLEDGES DUE
Will Allow
PARTIAL COMPLETION
of the

Union Memorial Building

YOU CAN REDUCE THE COST OF THE BUILDING BY PAYING PROMPTLY THE AMOUNT DUE ON YOUR SUBSCRIPTION. SUCCESS IN THIS PROJECT DEMANDS FULL COOPERATION FROM ALL ALUMNI.
Elmhurst avenue, Highland Park. She says that Mr. and Mrs. H. H. McWaid, (Helen Lobdell, w'24) announce the birth of a daughter on April 12, 1925.

George Allen sends his blue slip from 400 S. Rosalind avenue, Orlando, Florida with the following notations: "Started a Smith-Hughes agricultural school at Pine Castle and Taft, Florida, last fall. Living with Paul Sundgren (w'20). Visited F. A. Stenholm, '20, at Brooksville a few weeks ago. Probably be back in Michigan next year even though this is the finest place in the country to live."

Roberta Hershey is now in Washington, D. C., in the offices of the nutrition service of the American Red Cross. She lives at 1413 Massachusetts avenue, N. W.

'27

Through a confusion of names it was announced in the March 16 issue of THE RECORD that a daughter had been born to Mrs. Robert Teel, formerly Velma Hill, w'27. The announcement was accurate except in the respect that Velma Hill is Mrs. Harry Teel and is the aunt of the infant instead of its mother.

WALDO ROHNERT, '89
Wholesale Seed Grower, Gilroy, California

GOODELL, ZELIN C. (M. A. C. '11F)
Insurance and Bonds 208-211 Capital National Bk. Bldg.

All Together, Now!!!

Are you ready when the song leader gives the signal? When the bunch sings the old songs don't just hum the tune. All of M. A. C.'s best songs, with the music, are included in an attractive booklet of convenient size.

You boosters of the Green and White need it on your pianos. It is indispensable for branch association and club meetings. Your copy will be mailed prepaid upon receipt of 50 cents at the alumni office. Attractive prices for group orders. The proceeds will be applied to the Memorial Union Building Fund.
Newspapers in Magazine Form

Unlike anything published today! Alumni weeklies, monthlies and quarterlies are carrying live news items of the colleges and personal friends to those men who are doing the majority of the big jobs.

Honestly, isn't this a good time and place to register your name or your product?

We are sure you feel friendly toward the advertisers in this, your own publication.

We believe that your company will benefit from advertising in this and other alumni magazines.

Forty-four alumni publications have a combined circulation of 160,000 college trained men. Advertising space may be bought individually or collectively—in any way desired. Two page sizes—only two plates necessary—group advertising rates.

The management of your alumni magazine suggests an inquiry to

Alumni Magazines Associated
ROY BARNHILL, Inc.
Advertising Representative
NEW YORK  CHICAGO
23 E. 26th St.    230 E. Ohio St.
Irrigation by electrically driven pumps has made hundreds of thousands of acres of desert land in the Intermountain West blossom like the rose.

For a few cents a month per acre, electricity—the giant worker—brings the life-giving water from distant lakes and rivers to rainless valleys, producing rich harvests of fruits and vegetables, cereals and forage.

What electricity is doing for the farmer is only a counterpart of what it is doing for Industry, Transportation, City and Country life or any of the professions. It is a tool ready for your use and which, wisely used, will make the impossible of today an accomplished fact tomorrow.

How electricity does these things is important to the student in a technical school—but what electricity can do is important to every college man or woman, no matter what their life’s work may be.